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The word “tragedy,” as Irish critic Shaun Richards points out, “is a term 
frequently used to describe the contemporary Northern Irish situation. It is 
applied both by newspaper headline writers trying to express the sense of 
futility and loss at the brutal extinction of individual lives and by commenta-
tors attempting to convey a sense of the country and its history in more 
general terms.”1 Since identifying this particular use of the word, it has be-
come clear that the Irish are not referring to tragedy in general, but to 
Greek tragedy in particular. For example, Deaglán de Bréadun writes in 
The Irish Times: “The whole community knows outright disaster was only 
narrowly averted at Drumcree last year [1996]. There is also a terrible 
creeping feeling that Drumcree Three will be upon us soon and that, like a 
Greek tragedy, this time disaster is inevitable.”2 Another article the follow-
ing year, on Sinn Fein’s exclusion from the 1998 Peace Process, reported: 
“One long-distance peace processor lamented that today’s events were 
‘like a Greek tragedy. You can see the end coming but you can’t do any-
thing about it.’”3  

This “language of exhausted fatalism”4 is not unfamiliar to the Irish, 
and offers an explanation for the more than twenty Irish authors who have 
translated, produced, or adapted over two dozen Irish versions of Greek 
tragedies in the last century alone.5 Irish poets have translated the trage-
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dies of Aeschylus, Sophocles, and Euripides, yet all with a distinctly Irish 
stamp. Moreover, these Irish-Greek (or Hiberno-Hellenic) adaptations all, in 
one way or another, comment upon and question the instability of twenti-
eth-century Ireland – the people, the poets, and the divided country.  

Of all the Greek tragedies available for translation and adaptation, two 
in particular offer an insight into the Irish perception of self and nation: one 
for its peculiar paucity, the other for its abundance. The Oedipus Rex is not 
only the first Greek tragedy to appear on the professional Irish stage, but it 
is also the least performed. Its first run was its last. The Antigone, on the 
other hand, arises again and again in Ireland, at one point appearing four 
times by four different authors in the very same year. Lacan explains the at-
traction:  

We know very well that over and beyond the dialogue, over and be-
yond the question of family and country, over and beyond the moral-
izing arguments, it is Antigone herself who fascinates us, Antigone in 
her unbearable splendour. She has a quality that both attracts us 
and startles us, in the sense of intimidates us; this terrible, self-willed 
victim disturbs us.6  

But why are the Irish drawn to her in particular, and why have the Irish 
given preference to Antigone over Oedipus?  

In this article, I will argue that the Irish were drawn to this dutiful 
daughter because of their familiarity with her predicament. By predicament 
I refer to Judith Butler’s description: “Antigone appropriates the stance and 
idiom of the one she opposes, assumes Creon’s sovereignty, even claims 
the glory that is destined for her brother, and lives out a strange loyalty to 
her father, bound as she is to him through his curse.”7 The Irish, similarly, 
have appropriated the “stance and idiom” of the one they opposed (i.e., 
England) while simultaneously living out a “strange loyalty” to the English, 
bound as they were through the curse of their colonial past. This past, con-
sisting of futile attempts to overthrow the colonizer, explains why the Irish 
were not drawn toward productions of the Oedipus. For nearly eight-
hundred years of English colonization, political patricide had proven impos-
sible. The Antigone, therefore, becomes a symptom of this failure to de-
colonize. Moreover, it changes the course of Irish drama in the twentieth 
century by taking on two forms: first, a kind of analogue deferral of actual 
productions of the Oedipus play (resolving into an affinity for melancholy 
comedies) and second, the symptomatic staging and re-staging of the Anti-
gone as a rebellious, political, and anti-Oedipal drama. 

In order to understand this problematic relationship between Oedipus 
and Antigone, we must first turn to the most important voice of early 20th 
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Century Irish letters. In the winter of 1904, W.B. Yeats began work on his 
version of King Oedipus for the new Abbey Theatre in Dublin, and “was all 
the more enthusiastic about it because the play was banned in London.”8 
By 1905, Oliver St John Gogarty provided Yeats with a verse translation of 
the play, but Yeats disapproved of it. Yeats turned then to the English clas-
sicist Gilbert Murray for a translation, but Murray refused. He said: 

I will not translate the Oedipus Rex for the Irish Theatre, because it 
is a play with nothing Irish about it: no religion, not one beautiful ac-
tion, hardly a stroke of poetry. Even the good things that have to be 
done in order to make the plot work are done through mere loss of 
temper. The spiritual tragedy is never faced or understood: all the 
stress is laid on the mere external uncleanness. Sophocles no doubt 
did many bad things in his life. I would not try to shield him from just 
blame. But in this case I am sure, he was in a trance and his body 
was possessed by a series of devils … It has splendid acting quali-
ties as an acting play, but all of the most English-French-German 
sort; it is all construction and no spirit.9

It is interesting that Murray denied Yeats request on the grounds that Oedi-
pus “is a play with nothing Irish about it,” yet he considers it to have “splen-
did acting qualities” for English, French, or German actors. Murray sug-
gested, instead, that Yeats perform Prometheus, the Persae, or Antigone at 
the Abbey – plays “with a seditious innuendo.”10 In other words, rebellious 
plays for the rebel Irish. 

Yeats “lost interest in the project” late in 1910 when “the English cen-
sor withdrew his ban on the play.”11 Yeats became discouraged not just 
because of the lifting of the ban, but from news that someone else – some-
one who knew Greek very well – had already gained the Lord Chamber-
lain’s permission to produce their new version of Oedipus. The translator? 
Gilbert Murray.12 In a disappointed and hurt voice, Yeats informs Lady 
Gregory of the news: “So you were right. … They will do it better than we 
will – alas.”13  

In his “Plain Man’s Oedipus” published in the New York Times on 15 
January 1933, Yeats is more specific as to his motivation for producing an 
Oedipus for the Irish National Theatre and his hopeful results: 

When I first lectured in America thirty years ago, I heard at the Uni-
versity of Notre Dame that they played Oedipus the King. That play 
was forbidden by the English censorship on the ground of its immor-
ality; Oedipus commits incest; but if a Catholic university could per-
form it in America my own theatre could perform it in Ireland. Ireland 
had no censorship, and a successful performance might make her 
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proud of her freedom say even, perhaps, “I have an old historical re-
ligion moulded to the body of man like an old suit of clothes, and am 
therefore free.”14

The Greek tragedy of Oedipus, then, would not only establish the new Ab-
bey Theatre, but it would enable the Irish to the thumb their noses at the 
English; it would ultimately free Ireland of its historical, political, and reli-
gious shackles. Quite a claim for a play. But just when the Irish production 
was about to go through, it fell to pieces and the English production took to 
the stage. This situation is not merely an historical disaster, however, but a 
recapitulation of a personal, and deeply Irish version of the Oedipal com-
plex. 

Declan Kiberd, in his excellent Inventing Ireland, offers an analysis of 
Ireland’s revolution in Oedipal terms. He writes: 

In societies on the brink of revolution, the relation between fa-
thers and sons is reversed. The Irish risorgimento was, among other 
things, a revolt by angry sons against discredited fathers. The fa-
thers had lost face, either because they had compromised with the 
occupying English in return for safe positions as policemen or petty 
clerks, or because they had retreated into a demeaning cycle of al-
coholism and unemployment. The Irish father was often a defeated 
man, whose wife frequently won the bread and usurped domestic 
power, while the priest usurped his spiritual authority. Most fathers 
accepted the English occupiers as part of the “given” and warned 
their sons against revolt. … 

In a colony the revolt by a son against a father is a meaningless 
gesture, because it can have no social effect. Since the natives do 
not have their hands on the levers of power, such a revolt can nei-
ther refurbish nor renew social institutions. … When the sons of 
each generation rebelled, they soon saw the meaninglessness of 
their gesture and lapsed back into family life, as into “a haven in a 
heartless world”: yet it was a haven that, in every respect, reflected 
the disorder of the outside colonial dispensation. The compromised 
or broken father could provide no convincing image of authority. In 
Memmi’s words: “It is the impossibility of enjoying a complete social 
life which maintains vigour in the family and pulls the individual back 
to that more restricted cell which saves and smothers him.” All that 
remains is for the son, thus emasculated, to take the place of the 
weak and ineffectual father.15

Kiberd’s interpretation of the male Irish condition leads to an Oedipal com-
plex, only on a national scale. England metaphorically plays the role of 
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Laius (the Father) while Ireland plays Oedipus (the Son). Moreover, the 
ruler (distant yet authoritative) emasculates the ruled (powerless yet rebel-
lious). One paradox, however, complicates the situation for Ireland: the 
Irish father is also a colonised son. The Irish son, as a result, has two fa-
thers, neither of whom he can rebel against. One is too powerful, the other 
too weak. Patricide, though desirable, is therefore impossible. 

During the Irish literary renaissance, this failed Oedipal theme sur-
faced again and again in the works of many formative writers, including 
Pearse, Kavanagh, and O’Casey. The most notable treatment, however, is 
J.M. Synge’s The Playboy of the Western World where Christy Mahon wins 
the hearts of a County Mayo village after killing his own father. Pegeen is 
wooed away from the inept Shawn Keogh by Mahon’s defiant act. The vil-
lagers soon learn that the father-killing is a lie, and turn on Mahon for mak-
ing them believe he was anything other than a servile child (like the rest of 
them). Joyce, as well, “chronicles a whole series of unreliable, inadequate 
or absent fathers, priests and authority figures.”16 He takes the theme a 
step further, however, and suggests that an absent father is actually pref-
erable to an authoritative one. As a result, the son can freely re-invent him-
self. Just as Mahon metaphorically killed his father in order to create a new 
mythological self, Stephen Dedalus of Ulysses is “himself his own father,” 
“made not begotten.”17 Kiberd notes: 

What was written, again and again through the Irish revival, was 
an Anti-Oedipus, which saw the ancient tale not as awful tragedy but 
as happy comedy. True, the children of Oedipus felt the pangs of 
fear and guilt which assailed the scattered offspring of Old Mahon – 
but Christy’s comic patricide makes History possible. The ensuing 
search for a father-surrogate may be rooted in a desire to erase the 
memory of the necessary patricide … but no surrogate and no actual 
father can suffice for the child who must invent a self. … 

That said, it should be added that this constant preoccupation 
with father-figures in revival texts is the tell-tale sign of a society 
which is unsure of itself and of its ultimate destiny. Its rebellions are 
conducted not so much against authority figures as against their 
palpable absence. These gestures rehearse not the erosion of 
power so much as the search for a true authority, and in them will 
lurk the danger of re-Oedipalization.18

The irony of the Oedpial situation, then, is that patricide is necessary for 
historical progress. The Irish, it seems, viewed this complex as a melan-
cholic comedy because the fathers could not be found; Irish sons had to in-
vent authoritative Irish fathers before they could kill them.  
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This tradition of failed or deferred attempts at oedipalization eventually 
produced a symptomatic abundance of Antigones in Ireland. In 1984, four 
Irish Antigones emerged from her stony tomb, and all written within months 
of each other: Brendan Kennelly’s Antigone, Aidan Carl Mathew’s Anti-
gone, Tom Paulin’s The Riot Act, and Pat Murphy’s film Ann Devlin. An-
thony Roche and Christopher Murray each offer explanations for the four 
Antigones of 1984. For Roche, it is the “difficult balance between the claims 
of the status quo and the urge to revolution, between the need to build sta-
ble political structures and maintain tribal loyalties [that is] particularly 
fraught and precarious in the Irish context.”19 Roche then draws upon the 
legacy of a Gaelic past – referring to the Brehon laws, the traditional Irish 
family structure, and the former “centrality of woman to the culture”20 – to 
show how well Antigone transfers into an Irish milieu. Roche concludes that 
Antigones “were never more needed than at present, when every state-
ment from [Irish] political and church leaders carries with it the implicit in-
junction: ‘Antigones, lie down.’”21

Murray goes a step further and explicitly identifies these political and 
religious ‘injunctions.’ He says: 

[1984] was the year of the New Ireland Forum Report; the year of 
the Criminal Justice Bill; the year of the Kerry Babies’ Case; the year 
after the failure of the abortion debate and the year before its sequel, 
the debate on divorce which ended in a crushing defeat for liberal 
opinion in Ireland. 1984, accordingly, was an appropriate year for 
Antigone to walk forth and state her ‘non serviam’ to the Irish estab-
lishment, with the understanding that the establishment would not, 
could not, be shaken from its position.22

For Murray, these “Orwellian year” events “attracted [Irish poets] to the An-
tigone myth through an apocalyptic vision of political and social events in 
Ireland, North and South, in 1984.”23  

The first Antigone we will investigate was written by Brendan Kennelly 
(b. 1936). Kennelly’s version is interesting because he emphasizes not only 
Antigone’s rebellious quest for articulate action, but her sister Ismene’s in-
ability to rebel. Traditionally, the two sisters are categorised in much the 
same way as Antigone and Creon. Ismene is afraid of Creon’s word, and 
therefore will not act. She chooses to obey civil law rather than the ancient 
laws of kinship. Ismene is all talk, and no action. Kennelly, however, in his 
Irish version of the tragedy, moves us beyond these restrictive categories. 
Ismene is usually the conservative litmus for Antigone’s radical demeanour, 
but Kennelly merits her more dignity. She is not a coward. She does not 
love her unburied brother any less than Antigone. She is equally trapped in 
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her own marginality. Ismene, just as Antigone, struggles to find words that 
express her own experience. She says: 

Antigone, not a single word of friends, 
Not a single happy or miserable word, 
Has reached me 
Since we two sisters 
Were robbed of our two brothers, 
Killed in a single day. 
Since the Argive host fled 
I might as well be dead 
Because I know nothing more, 
Not, as I have said, one solitary word.24

Ismene, like her sister, is without ‘words.’ The two women struggle to find a 
language of their own. Antigone may have remarked that ‘word and deed’ 
were one in her, but when her grief comes to a head, she is inarticulate. 
When the Guard describes Antigone burying her brother, he says “She 
gave a sharp cry / Like a wounded bird … She cried beyond all bounds of 
words.”25 Here, Antigone is without words because she cannot find the 
proper male-vocabulary to express her experience.26 Language is lost to 
her. She must create her own. And yet how possible was it in Ireland at that 
time to create a distinct, non-violent, or safe language. The “very day [Ken-
nelly’s] Antigone opened at the Peacock [Theatre in Dublin] saw a huge fu-
neral for a dead IRA man in Monaghan.”27

Aidan Carl Mathews (b. 1956) produced an Antigone as well in 1984, 
yet in contrast to Kennelly’s version, his is more ironic, humorous, and the-
atrical. His drama is set in “Ireland in the 1980s B.C., soon after Sparta has 
entered the war on the German side.”28 His setting reveals his affinity for 
Greek, German, and Irish history as well as suggests the postmodern col-
lapse of time. Mathews, like Kennelly, makes several important adjust-
ments to the ancient script. For example, Haemon becomes HeMan, Creon 
becomes a fascist dictator, Eteocles’ name is changed to Peteocles, or 
Petey. It is highly significant that Mathews changes Eteocles’ name (so 
both brother’s names begin with the letter ‘P’), because at one point Anti-
gone writes a ‘P’ on a wall as graffiti – a symbolic act of burying or marking 
the death of both brothers. Moreover, Mathews plays with the notion that 
these characters have been playing their roles for 2000 years, and they are 
simply worn out. The Chorus opens the play by saying: “I’ll come in here, I’ll 
traipse around, I’ll say my lines – I got the most fuckin’ difficult lines in the 
whole thing – I’ll do my party piece, scrub down, and fuck off home again, 
O.K.?”29 Clearly not a direct translation, yet at the same time, it is obviously 
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written in Irish colloquialism. The play’s most radical departure from the 
original text comes in Antigone’s final speech. She says to the audience: 

Do any of you know Polyneices? Polyneices? Please. Please tell 
them. Please stop them doing this. (Chorus attempts to muffle her 
mouth with his hand. She bites, he strikes her.) Jesus, my nose is 
bleeding. Stop it please. Tell them. Tell them. They’ll come for the 
woman down the street. Will you tell them then? They’ll come for 
your next door neighbour. Will you tell them then? They’ll come for 
you. And after that, when there’s nobody left, they’ll come for them-
selves.30

This passage is significant not only for its metatheatricality, but because the 
attempt to silence Antigone takes place at a time in Ireland when Antigone-
like figures were speaking out on abortion, divorce, and Catholic misogyny. 
The Chorus, who remains cynical throughout, closes the play by comment-
ing: “They say to me: You’re a middle-of-the-roader, Chorus. And they’re 
not bein’ nice. But I ask you, I ask you … what is the most dangerous place 
to be? It’s not the fuckin’ footpath. It’s the guy in the middle of the road who 
gets mowed down.”31  

Tom Paulin (b. 1949) offers the most modified and controversial Irish 
adaptation of the Antigone. This highly political Belfast poet frequently 
writes in a thick, Northern Irish vernacular, and that fact leads to interesting 
interpretations of his play The Riot Act: After Antigone (1984). While he 
maintains the traditional conflicts of Antigone (i.e. man vs. woman, age vs. 
youth, society vs. individual), his version has a distinct Irish parallel. Creon, 
in the play, resembles a British politician in Northern Ireland during the 
Thatcherite era. He sustains the political parallels through British and Ulster 
accents, yet his version appears to celebrate materialistic endeavours 
rather than the philosophical undertakings of Sophocles’ drama. Paulin 
does not include any mention of man’s responsibility to be moral. In the 
end, Creon is destroyed, but his stubbornness takes on the air of the dead-
lock that faced Northern Ireland at the time. His Chorus ends the drama 
with:  

There is no happiness, but there can be wisdom. 
Revere the gods; revere them always. 
When men get proud, they hurl hard words, then suffer for it. 
Let them grow old and take no harm yet: they still get punished. 
It teaches them. It teaches us.32

Yet we are left to wonder who ‘they’ are – the Irish or the English, the moral 
or the amoral? Moreover, who is ‘them’ and who is ‘us’? Paulin leaves us in 
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a dead-lock – in a stale-mate without an answer – probably because in 
1984, there was no answer in sight for the troubled North. 

The fourth, and final, Antigone of 1984 is the film Anne Devlin by Pat 
Murphy. Briefly, it is the dramatisation of the life of a housekeeper named 
Anne Devlin who worked for the historical Robert Emmet (a member of the 
United Irishmen who, after the failure of the rebellion of 1803, was exe-
cuted by British soldiers). The film opens with Anne wiping dust away from 
a dead male’s body, and preparing it for a proper Catholic burial. When the 
British forces intervene, she, as expected, rebels against them. Major Sirr, 
the Creon figure once again portrayed as British, serves as the symbolic 
Law to Anne’s “disengagement from the fatally compromised, tainted 
speech of male power in which the Irish and British sides have both en-
gaged and to which her actions, questions, and final refusal to speak have 
been a consistent challenge.”33 The most moving image of the entire film, 
however, comes when Anne, in her imprisonment, holds the body of her 
younger brother in her arms. This mixed image of rebellion in defeat cre-
ates and further propagates “the colonial legacy of sentimentality and ab-
ject victimage.”34 Moreover, it offers an image of irresistible suffering; a 
symptom of yet another failed attempt at oedipalization. 

If we accept the earlier proposal that the Irish son was fated to be-
come the ineffectual Irish father, then we begin to understand why Irish au-
diences related with these rebellious Irish Antigones. By employing the La-
canian notion of the Father as Law, we see the inability of the Law to fully 
castrate the Irish subject and define the subject’s symbolic role in the world. 
This application makes for a reading of the Antigone where Creon, be he 
the authoritative Catholic Church, the Irish father, or the English colonizer, 
is attempting to represent the kind of lingering tribalism and irrational core 
of resistance to symbolization.  

We may come even closer to understanding these Irish Antigones if 
we look at her in terms of the dutiful daughter faced with submission to the 
Father’s Law. This dutiful daughter may submit, as Elizabeth Grosz out-
lines, in various ways: “a submission to the oedipalization of desire, to the 
patriarchal denigration of her corporeality and pleasure, to a femininity de-
fined as passive, castrated, superficial, seductive, narcissistic; or even a 
submission through what appears to be resistance to the oedipal law, i.e., 
the so-called ‘masculinity complex.’”35 It is clear that Oedipus’ other daugh-
ter, Ismene, opts for the former while Antigone chooses the latter. By resist-
ing oedipalization, Antigone the daughter attempts to appropriate the mas-
culine power hitherto denied the feminized and colonized Irish son.  

The attempt, however, always fails. That is the tragedy. It also repeats 
itself. That is the symptom. The Irish subject, therefore, relishes in passive 
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narcissism, not from despair or apathy, but from a pleasure taken in irre-
sistible suffering. In other words, the feminized Irish male identifies with An-
tigone’s masculinity complex – desiring it himself – but recognizes the futil-
ity and consequences of such resistance in the enduring colonial matrix. 
Moreover, this Irish subject prefers to remain within that realm of narcisistic 
victimization, i.e. forever licking his own wounds. Antigone the character, 
therefore, represents the strength for political insurgency and the potency 
of individual resistance that was denied to the Irish by the English. At the 
same time, according to the relentless plot, her character must be sacri-
ficed and the play must conclude with the victimization of her body, the cas-
tration of her voice, and the burial of her resistance. The drama demands a 
return to repression and passivity – the state of the Irish in 1984 under their 
church, their state, their history. Antigone serves, then, as an outlet in 
which the Irish not only identify with her defiant nature, but canonize her as 
a martyr for the Republic. The tension formalized in this vision of the re-
bel/victim signifies less an egoistic compensation for political impotence, 
than an enjoyment of living within the boundaries of symptomatic suffering.  

But why would the Irish desire to hold onto the symptoms of coloniza-
tion when they are no longer a colony? Why find jouissance in victimization 
if victimhood no longer applies? Although the Republic of Ireland has been 
decolonized for almost a century, the presence of the occupiers remains 
both in mind (i.e., through the English language) and in proximity (i.e., 
Northern Ireland). The North, especially during the mid-1980s, continued to 
play the traditional role of an English Creon to the Republican Antigone. It 
served as a continual reminder of a colonial past, yet because its presence 
could neither be denied nor ignored, Irish Antigones continued to play the 
worn out, failed, and futile attempt at masculinity in the face of colonization. 
And the Irish, at the time, continued to buy into it because they found 
pleasure in such a dramatic display of failure. They desired her ability to re-
sist, but took delight in her failure and fell back into their own familiar space 
of narcissistic passivity – a space no longer necessary in their post-colonial 
situation. If what constitutes a symptom is that one believes in it, it is also 
the belief in it that draws one to revisit, repeat, and redramatize the 
trauma/tragedy. 

It took over a decade for a new Irish Antigone to appear who, I believe, 
stops buying into her symptomatic situation. An Antigone finally emerged 
who is able to locate the unavoidable trauma of colonization and tragedy 
into the childish, beautiful, and even transcendentally incestuous body of 
Polyneices himself. Perhaps it is the cultural, political, and economic stabil-
ity Ireland experienced during the end of the twentieth century – in conjunc-
tion with the Good Friday peace agreement between North and South – 
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that finally created a space for a new Antigone. Irish poet Catherine Phil 
McCarthy filled this new space with her poem “Antigone”: 

What kind of fury made you 
steal out at dawn 
and again at noon 
hardly seeing 
where you were going, 
your head down, 
to seek out his body 
left past the city 
for carrion? 
When you found it 
exposed to the skies 
you laid it out 
with bare hands  
like the child who played 
in the sand at 
burying her brother, 
as he shut his laughing eyes 
tight to wait 
motionless 
while the fine dust falls 
on the honey brown skin 
of his legs, 
pale valley of his neck 
on ribs of divine hair.36

With this poem, McCarthy does two important and radical things. First, she 
asks Antigone the question: ‘Why did you do it?’ Such a simple question, 
yet no one – not even the Irish writers discussed above – ever really asked 
that of Antigone. As the result of centuries of traditional criticism, Antigone’s 
actions are often written off as fraternal love or respect for divine law. 
McCarthy, however, acknowledges that sense of mystery in this particular 
character’s actions. Much like Lacan’s discussion of James Joyce’s writing 
in terms of the sinthome – that is an “‘artificial’ self creation” as a means of 
inventing “a new way of using language to organize enjoyment”37 – Mac-
Carthy transports the burial back to Antigone’s childhood, creating an im-
age of a young brother and sister playing in a sandbox or on the beach. 
There is a sense of laughter, childish innocence, and tanned skin. Accord-
ing to the Irish critic Fintan O’Toole, “there is not and never has been a 
pure, universal text of Antigone divorced from contemporary politics. The 
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effort to construct one now is as appropriate as taking the figs out of the fig 
rolls.”38 Yet in eight stanzas, McCarthy does what countless men have tried 
to do in their own translations or adaptations of the Antigone: she takes the 
figs out of the fig rolls; she removes Antigone from the political arena, and 
transforms the burial of her brother from a political, defiant, riotous act into 
a synthesis of the Imaginary, Real, and Symbolic. If the Irish symptom is a 
return of the repressed signifier of their colonization, MacCarthy’s poem 
challenges the Irish not to cure this symptom – for as we know, a symptom 
can never fully be cured, only partially analyzed – but to identify that sym-
potmatic region where the undissolvable sinthome can be enjoyed as a 
childlike, playful act of poetry. 

Just recently, The Abbey Theatre commissioned a play by Seamus 
Heaney to mark the centenary celebration of the Irish National Theatre. To 
mark one hundred years of Irish drama, the theatre did not request a re-
vival of an Irish play nor even a new – specifically Irish – drama that would 
speak to a contemporary audience. Instead, they commissioned a new 
translation of the Antigone. Heaney’s play, retitled The Burial at Thebes, is 
significant for two reasons. First, obviously, because it shows that Antigone 
continues to resurface and fascinate the Irish. Second, because of all the 
Irish versions of Antigone, Heaney’s is the most Greek and the least Irish. 
There are very few Irish colloquialisms in the language of the play and no 
real departures from the original that would hint at an Irish subtext. It is a 
close, faithful, and academic adaptation. Antigone, finally, crosses the Irish 
stage solely as a Greek heroine in a Greek tragedy, not an Irish one.  

At her final exit, on the way to her own burial, Heaney has his Anti-
gone proclaim: 

Now gods of Thebes, look down. 
Through my native streets and fields 
I’m being marched away. 
And never, you men of Thebes, 
Forget what you saw today: 
Oedipus’s daughter, 
The last of his royal house 
Condemned. And condemned for what? 
For practising devotion, 
For a reverence that was right.39

The stage direction then reads: “Antigone is led out.”40 This particular Anti-
gone is an attempt to lead her out of Ireland as well. Heaney’s title, The 
Burial at Thebes, refers both to the burial of Polyneices and to the burial of 
Antigone. It is a burial, however, that is elsewhere; not in Ireland, but at 
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Thebes where the children of Oedipus originated. The hope is that she, as 
a symbol of the colonial symptom, will remain buried. The return of the re-
pressed, however, is a powerful exhumer. How and when the next Anti-
gone returns to the Emerald Isle, therefore, remains to be seen.  
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